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Land-Cover Classification of
Multispectral lmagery Using a

Dynamic Learning Neural Network
K. S. Chen, Y. C. Tzeng, G. F. Chen, and W. L. Kao

Abstract
The results of the classification of scor high rcsolution visible
multispectral imagery using a neural network are presented.
The test site, located near Taoyuan in northern Taiwan, is in
an agricultural area containing small ponds, bare and baten
soils, vegetation, built-up land, and man-made buildings
near the sea shore. The classifier is a dynamic learning neu-
ra| network @r,l using the KaLman filter technique as its ad-
aptation rule. The network's architecture consists of multi-
layer perceptrons, i.e., feed-forward nets with one ot mote
Iavers between the input and output nodes. Selected data
t"tt |to^ 512- by 5li-pixel three-band images were used to
train the neural nets to classify the different types of )and
cover. Both simulated and real images were used to test clas-
sification performance. -Resulfs indicated that the ot substan-
tially reduces the training time, compared to the commonly
used back-propagation @p) neural network whose slow train-
ing process prevents it from being used in certain ptactical
applications. As for classification accurucy, the results wete
excellent. We concluded that the use of a dynamic )earning
network provides promising classification results in tetms of
training time and classification rate. In patticular, the pro'
posed network significantly improves the practicality of )and-
cover classification.

lntroduction
The increased application of neural networks to remote sens-
ing has emerged in recent years and continues to receive at-
tention. This is probably due to the following characteristics
of a neural network (Lippmann, 1987; Hush and Horne,
1993; Haykin et al., 'l,gg'1,): (1) It has an intrinsic ability to
generalize; (z) it makes weaker assumptions about the sta-
tistics of the input data than a parametric Bayes classifier;
and (3) it is capable of forming highly nonlinear decision
boundaries in the feature space and therefore has the poten-
tial of outperforming a parametric Bayes classifier when fea-
ture statistics deviate significantly from the assumed Gaus-
sian stat ist ics.

The comparison of traditional statistical methods (such

as the k-nearest neighbor or the Gaussian classifier) made by
Benediktsson et o1. (1990) indicates that a neural network
has the potential for processing multisource remote sensing
data. Heermann and Khazenie (rgsz) used a back-propaga-
tion neural network to classify multispectral image data and
concluded that a neural network is a feasible classifier for
very large volume images. A similar study was also carried
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Figure 1. Modeling of a neuron.

out by Bischof et al, (1,992) and showed that the neural net-

work outperforms the maximum-likelihood method. These

studies niost commonly used back-propagation learning
scheme.

Nevertheless, all these applications have the drawbacks
of the slow learning process that are inherently associated
with a back-propagation training scheme. In this paper, we

shall use a newfu developed dynamic learning neural net-

work to perform the classification of the sPoT HRV image.

Two sepirate simulated images are constructed resembling a

real imige with known grey levels at each class; one is used
for training the network and the other for testing. The meth-

ods for the generation and simulation results are presented

in the follo*ing section. The next section illustrates the ex-

perimental result using a SPOT image where the ground truth

was collected when it was imaged, to show the classifying
capabil i ty of the presented network. Final ly, concluding re-
marks are given.

Netwoft Test
A Dynamic Lealning Neural Netwofi
The general configuration of a feed-forward multi-layer pre-
cepton (MLP) neural network is defined in this section. An
uip neural network consists of one input layer, one output
layer, and one or more hidden layers in between. Each layer
contains a number of nodes and a neuron, which is the basic
element of a neural network. A neuron is modeled as shown
in Fisure 1.

The activation ft and the output signal y are obtained by

h = w t x 1 ' E
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where the superscript T denotes the transpose operation, x :
fx,xr...x,.)r is an n by 1 input vector, w : jw,wr...w,,]r is an n
by 1 input vector, 9 is an additive bias, and S is an activa-
tion function. The most commonly used activation function is
the sigmoid function which is defined as S (h) : 1 / (1+e-1,).

A fully connected feed-forward MLp neural network is
shown in Figure 2. It is assumed that the output signals from
layer i can only be fed into layer i+1. There ire n input
nodes at the input lay91, m output nodes at the output layer,
and p layers of the hidden layer having n, nodes at hidden
Iayer i. The input of the neural network x : lx,x,...x,l" is an
n by 1 input vector and the output of the neural network y
: [y,y,...y-] ' is an m by 1 output vector. To simplify the fbr-
mulat ion,  we let  n :  n , ,  and m: nD_, ,  so that  we have x:
S(h, , )  and y :  S (h, ,  , ) .  The output  foom a sel  of  input  s ignals
in each Iayer can be obtained according to the follbwing"re-
curs ive formula for  i :L ,2,  . . . ,  p I1

weight vector, W, so that linear equations can be solved,
thus minimizing the training error.

Now that the network representation is complete, the
training of the network employing the use of the Kalman fil-
tering technique is in order. The Kalman filtering process is
a recursive minimum mean-square estimation procedure
(Browrr and Hwang, 1983). Each updated estimate of the
neural network weight is computed from the previous esti-
mate and the new input data. The weight connected to each
outprrt node can be updated independently. The original
problem can therefore be decomposed into m scalar prob-
l ems  fo r  k  :  1 ,  2 ,  . .  . ,  m  :  i . e . ,

/ r :  wrx.  (5)

By gs-ing the Kalman filtering technique, Equation 5 can be
modeled in the form

(6)

{7 )

v :  s  (h )

h, :  w,s (hr , )  + or

(2 )

(3 )

Yt*: !$ + vto

y , r . t : w l A i * u 1 B i

Erufruir : 
{2r:;i

where O, : [qirqiz. . .9,,,)r is an n, by 1 bias vector, h, :
lh,,ho. . .h,, ,- lr  is a n, by 1 activation vector, S (h,) :  [S (hr) S
(h' ' )  .  .  .S(h,,, ,) l t  is an nr by 1 signal vector, and W, : [waw,
. . .*,,,Jt is an n, by r, , weight matrix. While the 1 by n,_,
w.eight vector in laye-r i is defined as wir : lw,,w,,. . .w,jn,_,f .
The notations are defined as

where.the superscript 7 denotes the added .;'-th training pat-
tetn, Ai is an M by M state transition matrix, Br is an U Av U
diagonal matrix, ul represents a L by M process error vector,
and v7 is a scalar measurement error. Nole that M is the num-
ber of hidden notes. The process error and the measurement
error are assumed to be stat ist ical lv independent and can be
modeled as the zero mean, a white noise Drocess whose cor-
relat ions are siven as: bias of the l-th node in layer i,

: activation of the 7'-th node in layer i,
: output signal of the 7-th node in layer i, and
: weight connected between the 7'-th node at layer i

and the k-th node in layer r ' -1.

After two modifications, (1) every node in the input laver
and in all the hidden Iayers are iullv connected io the outout
layer .  and (2)  the act iva i ion funct ion is  removed f rom each
output node. The output of the modified network can be
characterized as the weighted sum of the polynomial basis
vectors as

y : W x

E[u1vi] : 6 for all i and i. (10)

Th_e update of the network weights is made according to the
following recursions:

for  1 :  1 , ,  2 ,  . . . ,  N

rtui : wi + gildL - *ill {11)

it/*-l : rfu1trr ftz)
where fvl is the one step predicted estimate and ri'1 is the fil-
ter estimate_of w/0, respectively, and g/o is the computed Kal-
man gain. The computed Kalman gain can be viewed as an
adaptive learning rate and is computed according to the fol-
lowing steps:

g i  :  (F11) ' t I '  PE -  , ' r l  '  (13)
pl : Pi - g,*'(P,ox)' (14)

F1*'  :  4i ' i1R; + B,,eiB (1s)

yhere ii.. Et(yi - *i)'(wi - yl)l and ii : nt(wi - fti)r
(wl - ri'l)l are the one-step predicted and filter estimate error
covariance matrices, respectively. The U-D factorization
method (Brown and Hwing, 1963) is used to calculate the
Kalman gain (Equation 13 through Equation 15) for reasons
of stabil ity.

To simplify the implementation of the Kalman filtering
technique, we assume that Ai : Br : I where I is a unit mi-

9ii
h i i
s(ft,
w,,,

Elvtvr l  :  
{ ' ;  

t , } , ,

(B)

(e)

(4)

where W : [w,w.. . .w",]r is an m by M weight matrix. While
the t by M long weigh-t vector is dehned urin. -
[wu r lw , r l .  .  .  lw , ^1 .  .  .  lw , , r l  g , , * r . 1 ) ; t he  1  by  n ]ec to r  i s  de -
fined as w,r :Iy,,ty;,r- '.1g,,,ft; ' ind wu^ is the weight con-
nected between the i-th node in laver i and the k-th node in
the outer layer. It is also noted that the output of the MLp,
Equation 4, is expressed as a l inear function of the output

input hidden hidden
layer  la le r  I  layer  i

hidden
layer p

Or  S( f t r )  Wr  O,  S( r r , )  Wp Qp S(hp)

Figure 2. Typical configuration of a multi- layer perception
(H,lLp) neural network.
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trix, r/* is a small positive number, Q'o : o'I where o' is an
assigned variance of the process error, the initial network
weights wl are set to be small random numbers and the ini-

tial one-setp predicted error covariance matrix is F1 -

E lw l rw l l .

Generation of Simulated lmages
To test the performance of the dynamic learning (DL) neural
network, we used a test image with known parameters, in-
cluding the mean and variance of the grey levels for three
bands in each class such that the classification accuracy can
be more easily evaluated. It should be noted that the simu-
Iated images should be generated in such a way that they re-
tain a geometrical complexity similar to the actual multispec-
tral image. The test image was designed to rule out the
possibility of ideal situations where the neural network may
perform extremely well but have little practical value.

Two images were generated for the purpose of a network
test. One is used for training, and the other for testing the
classif icat ion. First,  we seleclted a 5L2- by 512-pixel frame
from an arbitrary sPoT image, and then we applied an
ISODATA clustering algorithm (Ball and HaU, 1s67) separating
it into several classes (eight classes in this study). Next, we
assumed that the distribution of the grey level was normal
with predetermined mean and variance.

The assienments of the mean and variance in each class

Tnere 1. MEnr AsstcrvrNTs, VARTANcE : 4 tn nll Cnsgs

class

Figure 4. Simulated sPor-l ike image (lmage ll).

R 106 85 125 63 87 7"r 91
G 1 ,O7 71 33  s5  85  67  50
IR 99  73  48  61  83  63  59

Figure 3. Simulated spor-l ike image (lmage l).

and each band are listed in Table 1. Notice that the variabil-
i ty of the grey levels depends on the choice of variance; the
Iarger the variance, the larger the overlap. Then, tire ima-ges
weie formed by randomly specifying a grey level for each
class of each band according to the statistical distribution. In
this study, we choose variances equal to 4 for all bands and
classes.

The resulting image is shown in Figure 3. It is seen that
the boundaries thus generated are rather complex, making
classification using conventional statistical methods very dif-
f icult ,  i f  not impossible. The second image (Image II) is con-
structed from another SPOT image using the same procedure
preserving similar properties but with different mean Srey
level values by one. Figure 4 shows the result, Image II,
which apparently presents a different boundary pattern.

Test Results
To present the multispectral data to the network, we first en-
codbd the input data sets in order to provide a means of dis-
crimination of the similari t ies that diminish the accuracy of
the neural network during the classif icat ion stage. A detai led
discussion of the issue can be found in McCelland ef a. l '
(1986). The training cycle for the eight classes is now com-
pared between llI- and back-propagation using the delta rule
is given in Figure 5. AIso included for comparison is the fast
learning (FL) network reported by Dawson et 01. (1992). I t  is
obvious that the BP fails to reach a predetermined error
threshold which was set to be 10 '  in this study, even after
200 training cycles. The sett ing of the threshold value was
determined experimentally, and was a trade-off between ac-
curacy and training time. In general, a lower error threshold
results in higher accuracy but requires more training time.

On the other hand, DL quickly achieves the required Rvs
error in just a couple of iterations. The performance of DL is

5 2
4 2
5 1
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Figure 5. Comparison of the number of training cycles.

TneLe 3. Lnruo-Coven Tvpes nruo Assocrarro Cor-oR Cooes ron Pure 1.

Land-Cover Type ColorTyp"

7
2
J

5
6
7

Water
Vegetation
Bare Soil

Highly Reflective Roof
Built-Up Land
Barren Land

Sea Wake

Blue
Garnet

Bluish Yellow
White

Calamine Blue
Grey

Baby Blue

superior to that of FL. Once the network completes the train-
ing stage using the training patterns from Image I, it should
generally be able to classify images with a statistically simi-
lar response without additional training.

To illustrate this statement, we applied the network di-
rectly to the classification of Image II. The resulting classifi-
cation matrix is given in Table 2. A very high accuracy, well
over 95 percent, was found for all classes. It should be re-
membered that the mean grey level values of Image II all de-
viated from those of Image I by one. The misclassification
rate was found to be deoendent on the correlation coefficient
of the related classes. In other words. higher overlapped grey
levels may degrade the classification accuracy, which is con-
sistent with practical experience. To resolve this problem,
other information, such as texture and radar response, is
helpful but is beyond the scope of this study and will not be
addressed further here.

Expedmental Results
In the previous section, we demonstrated the excellent per-
formance of the dynamic learning algorithm using two simu-
lated images. Results indicate that the network training time
is greatly reduced as compared to BP, giving a very high clas-
sification rate. The application of ol to land-cover classifica-
tion of sPoT high resolution imaginary data is now in order.

Tnerr 2. CLnssrncrrroN MnrRrx ron lveer ll

class 7 6 7 I  u.c. rate,7o

0 0
0 0

76482 0
0  95023
0 0
o 7 4
0 0
0 0

Test Site
The test site selected for the classification in this study was
located near Taoyuan in northern Taiwan, an agriculture
area containing small ponds, bare and barren soils, vegeta-
tion, built-up land, and man-made buildings near the sea
shore. A total of seven categories based on the discriminating
capability of the sPor multispectral image were to be classi-
fied: water, vegetation, bare soil, a highly reflective roof, bar-
ren land, sea wake, and buildings, all listed in Table 3. Note
that sea water and inland water were treated as one category.
The standard color imagery is shown in Plate 1 where we
can see that most areas were covered by short vegetation in-
terspersed with small ponds, The small but very bright area
represented a highly reflective building roof. The correlation
between different bands was computed in order to under-
stand the correlated properties of different types of land
cover. The highly reflective roof was clearly the most distin-
guishable, while bare land and buildings are not well dis-
criminated. Also indicated is the fact that all types of land
cover are almost indistinguishable except the aforementioned
roof or bare soil.

7 22260 0
2 0 22286
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 2
6 0 2
7 4 0
8 0 0

0
0
0
0

a ,  R o t

0
0
o

0 0
2 4 0
0 0
3 0
7 0

34775 0
o 3zo7

4 4 0

o 793 96.6
0  286  98 .6
o  432  57 .4
1 546 99.4
0  193  99 .4
o 257 59.2

1 0 76 S9.8
3726  310  91 .3
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Training Data Selection
The neural network was trained by presenting a training data
set of known category assignments. For the purpose of this
study, we generated a set of training data with the aid of vi-
sualization and some of the ground truth, along with availa-
ble base maps. As a result, a total of 692 data points were
selected as training data. The rest of the regions were then
used for classification. The individual number of points for
each category is given in Table 4. The estimated number of
training data points over total data points is also listed in the
Table. Among them, the highly reflective roof and barren
land have the smallest percentage of training patterns due to
the small areas they occupy in the overall space.

Classification Results
Plate 2 shows the classified image in which the major fea-
tures of the seven categories of interest can be identified. To
assess in more detail the performance of the DL neural net-
work classifier, a set witha total 2000 pixels was randomly
picked up from the image frame. An additional 1000 pixels
was selected to aid the classification assessment in the area
of the highly reflective roof and the built-up land which was
more difficult to classify due to the more complex decision
boundaries, smaller occupied regions, and less representative
training data sets. A simple random sampling scheme (Con-
galton, 19BB) was then applied to evaluate the classified
map. Both 1:500o- and 1:25,Ooo-scale base maps, and field
works was used as auxiliary data to assist the performance
evaluation. It was found that, overall, an accuracy of 92 per-
cent was obtained.

Conclusions
The significant reduction of training time required and the
high accuracy of the presented neural network when using a
dynamic learning algorithm based on both simulated and
real spor imagery results have been demonstrated. The capa-
bility of the neural network to resolve highly nonlinear and
complex boundary problems, which are common for re-
motely sensed data, was also illustrated. In comparison, the
presented network outperforms the back-propagation net-
work in that the newly developed learning algorithm has en-
hanced the practical use of land-cover classification from
multispectral imagery. It should be emphasized that the use
of a Kalman filter enables seasonal change detection from
satellite images because of the update equation which ac-
counts for the change of states that can be incorporated into
the network. This s[ould be of interest for futur-e investiqa-
tion.
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